
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Wed. 18 May 2022 

Compiled Wed. 18 May 2022 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, 

Journalist, Author: “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her 

twenty two multiple personalities.” 

 

The US Republic Has Been Restored  

And Was Now Functioning Under the Original 1776 Constitution. 

Constitutional Convention of 34 States Held in Washington DC Tues. 17 Oct. 2022 

US Inc. Was Now Officially Dead. 

…Fleming on Tues. 17 May 2022 

 

Big Event Fri. 20 May 2022 4 pm EST  

…Trump, Truth Social 

 

Six Days left, Guys! 

Be Here for the Big Reveal! 

Get Ready for the Storm!  

Prepare for the End! 

https://t.me/QAnonDrops/7 

 

"America, the Dream Goes On," by John Williams - Trophy Point at West Point 

(thetabernaclechoir.org) 

Judy Note: 

 On Tues. 17 Oct. 2022 a Constitutional Convention of 34 States was held in 

Washington DC, where the US Republic was Restored and was now functioning under 

the original 1776 Constitution. 

 US Inc. was now officially dead. 

 Charlie Ward: Tiers 1, 2 have delivered funds to GESARA – which was also funded by 

the St. Germaine Fund. 

 Charlie Ward: Tiers 3,4 will see funds and access to those funds by Wed. 18 May. 

 By the end of the week the US Note asset-backed currency would be available. 

https://t.me/QAnonDrops/7
https://www.thetabernaclechoir.org/videos/america-the-dream-goes-on-at-west-point.html
https://www.thetabernaclechoir.org/videos/america-the-dream-goes-on-at-west-point.html


 On Fri. 20 May 4pm EST a Big Event was scheduled. 

A. Global Currency Reset:  

Reminder: No one, and I mean NO ONE, knows the exact time and date that the codes will be 

entered for notification of Tier 4B (us, the Internet Group) to set redemption/ exchange 

appointments. That will be decided from calculations made by the Military Quantum Computer 

and were based upon concerns for safety of The People. Trust the Plan. 

 The gold-backed Chinese Yuan has replaced the fiat US Dollar as the world’s reserve 

currency.  

 On Thurs. 11 May the Global Currency Reset was activated, according to Q and Trump. 

 The King Pin of the GCR, Iraq, was told they could revalue their Dinar at any time. 

 Holly: Over the weekend certain things transpired to move the RV forward such as 

Bond redemptions in Tier One and Two being executed. This was huge and we should 

finally see the release. 

 Mon. 16 May MarkZ: All the new rates have now been set, we just don’t know what 

they are yet. Many contacts on multiple continents reported that some folks in those 

earlier tiers received real dollars over the weekend.  

 On Tues. 17 May the funds were moved into place for Tier 3 Bond Holders. Tier4B 

funds were already in place according to Bruce. 

 Charlie Ward: Tiers 3,4 will see funds and access to those funds by Wed. 18 May. 

 At any time all Reno subgroups would have 100% access to new ISO 20022 USN 

accounts for immediate payout, while the Wells Fargo Group (formerly General 64) and 

Abbott Downing private invitations could start, along with Tier4B notification and 

appointment scheduling at 7,000 Redemption Centers. 

 Redemption Center Staff say this week will be a great week for all of us. 

 On Fri. 20 May 4pm EST a Big Event was scheduled, while the US Note asset-backed 

currency would be available by that same end of the week. 

 The General Public would likely start around a week after Tier4B exchanges began, 

according to Bruce. 

B. The Big Call, Bruce: Thebigcall.net 667-770-1866 pin123456#, 667-770-1865 

 The funds have moved into place for Tier 3 Bond Holders 

 Tier4B funds were already in place. 

 Gold Bullion Banks were all online for the Global Financial System 

 On Sun, Mon, Tues changes took place that will move us from US Corp to the Restored 

Republic 

 On Fri. 20 May 4pm EST a Big Event is scheduled. 

 The US Note asset-backed currency will be available by the end of the week. 

http://www.thebigcall.net/


 Charlie Ward: Tiers 1, 2 have delivered funds to GESARA – which was also funded by 

the St. Germaine Fund. 

 Charlie Ward: Tiers 3,4 will see funds and access to those funds by Wed. 18 May. 

C. Fleming on the Restored Republic: 

 Fleming: Today 17 Oct, at 11:00 am EST, the Constitutional Convention took place in 

Washington D.C.  

 Yesterday 16 Oct, when this was started the White House flag was flying at half mast. 

This signified the death of the US Government Inc.  Today, the flags were flying high.  

 The corporation is dead. Long Live the New Republic of the United States. 

https://youtu.be/U9ZoBqXvyiI  

 Thank you, Nancy Drew, for filming this Great Event: https://youtu.be/eBbS0i_k9kY 

Military flags: https://youtu.be/U9ZoBqXvyiI 

 It must be noted that on March 2, 3, 4, and 5 this year, the plans for this Constitutional 

Convention were meticulously laid in Abilene, Texas at Dyess Air Force base. Now, 

finally, yesterday, Monday, May 16, 2022, we see the results of their plans.  

 The glove was dropped. 34 States and their HONOR GUARD marched in D. C., to 

commemorate this Great Act.  

 34 States participated in this Constitutional Convention. Ten (Blue) States declined to 

participate and One State, Hawaii abstained. Hawaii has chosen to be an independent 

Nation State.  

 We now have a lawful Restored Republic under the original 1776 Constitution. 

 The Grand Jury is back, and they will be burning the evil (CABAL) house down, 

issuing indictments to tens of thousands. OUR TIME HAS COME.  

 Saturday 14 May, we witnessed the US Supreme Court fail to do their duty to set down 

the unlawful Biden Regime in the criminal, traitorous, unlawful 2020 election.  

 The World Health Organization and its treasonous assault on the sovereignty of We the 

People, must be stopped.  

 Stand alert Tier 4, this is the Start of Something Big. 

D. Restored Republic: 

 Get ready for a Transition to Greatness: 1776 Common Law for all on Planet Earth. 

Global Martial Law will oversee a 120 Day Transition using Blockchain Elections to 

elect one group of people for The People, 10% the size of current governments. All 

Kings, Queens, Royals, Govts, Judges, Police & Lawyers must stand down worldwide – 

corrupt ones to be arrested by the Worldwide Alliance Military. 

 Trials for Crimes Against Humanity Have Begun.  

 Experimental Spike Protein Jab Rollout was in Violation of All Ten Sections of the 

Nuremberg Code. 

https://youtu.be/U9ZoBqXvyiI
https://youtu.be/eBbS0i_k9kY
https://youtu.be/U9ZoBqXvyiI


 In early 2020 an Air War took place with the Chinese Communist Party vs. USA, 

Russia, India, Japan and Taiwan. When the CCP lost Alliance Special Forces along with 

Chinese White Hats, arrested members of the CCP. China was now a Republic Govt. 

 Washington D.C. Inc, the Vatican and City Of London were Bankrupt. 

 The FDA just approved vaccines for healthy kids, ages 5 to 11. This also means 11.5 

in Military Code, so get ready for action. https://wgntv.com/news/coronavirus/fda-

clears-covid-booster-shot-for-healthy-kids-ages-5-to-11/ 

E. Must See Videos: 

 2000 Mules Documentary on 2020 Election Fraud Released in Theatres Fri. 20 May: 

Website: 2000 Mules | Official Site      https://t.me/DineshJDSouza/11420 

Trailer:https://rumble.com/v1238uc-2000-mules-trailer.html  2000 Mules 2020 Election 

Fraud: https://www.bitchute.com/video/dyxgcFBjnLwH/ 

 NESARA GESARA, Global Currency Reset Explained: https://rumble.com/v14zn23-

nesara-gesara-global-reset-simply-explained.html 

 The Great Global Warming Swindle: https://youtu.be/oYhCQv5tNsQ 

F. The Real News for Tues. 17 May 2022: 

 Ukraine Nazis Surrender to Russia: 

https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/breaking-news-ukraine-

azov-brigade-nazis-agree-to-surrender 

 NESARA GESARA Global Reset Simply Explained: https://rumble.com/v14zn23-

nesara-gesara-global-reset-simply-explained.html 

 Subterranean Bullet Trains: “A Rand corporation physicist has devised a rapid transit 

system to get you from Los Angeles to NY in half an hour for a $50 fair. He said existing 

technology made such a system feasible and so does a cost analysis.” 

http://www.whale.to/c/la_times.html 

 Border authorities discover massive 'fully operational' drug tunnel connecting 

Tijuana and San Diego: https://www.theblaze.com/news/massive-drug-tunnel-

connecting-tijuana-san-diego-discovered 

 2000 Mules 2020 Election Fraud: https://www.bitchute.com/video/dyxgcFBjnLwH/ 

 The Bankers will ensure we stay in debt. The Pharmaceutical Companies will ensure 

we stay sick. The Weapons Manufacturers will ensure we keep going to war. The Mass 

Media will ensure we are prevented from knowing the Truth. The Government will 

ensure all of this is done legally. Once you understand this, you will understand 

everything. 

 BQQQQQQQMMM! Deep State Chemtrails Exposed – Crimes Against Humanity, 

Death Penalty: https://t.me/TRUTHSocial_TMTG 

https://wgntv.com/news/coronavirus/fda-clears-covid-booster-shot-for-healthy-kids-ages-5-to-11/
https://wgntv.com/news/coronavirus/fda-clears-covid-booster-shot-for-healthy-kids-ages-5-to-11/
https://2000mules.com/
https://t.me/DineshJDSouza/11420
https://rumble.com/v1238uc-2000-mules-trailer.html
https://www.bitchute.com/video/dyxgcFBjnLwH/
https://rumble.com/v14zn23-nesara-gesara-global-reset-simply-explained.html
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https://rumble.com/v14zn23-nesara-gesara-global-reset-simply-explained.html
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https://www.theblaze.com/news/massive-drug-tunnel-connecting-tijuana-san-diego-discovered
https://www.bitchute.com/video/dyxgcFBjnLwH/
https://t.me/TRUTHSocial_TMTG


 Deep State Weather Control: https://restoredrepublic.co/america-you-will-wish-you-

watched-this-before-going-outside-2022-2023/ 

 Q Phones Are Here. NESARA / GESARA. Money Stolen Returned. Back To We 

The People: Q Phones are here and being manufactured in Germany and the UK, with 

software from the US. Q Phones will become the direct tool for credit and expenditures 

domestically and internationally. Seven billion Q Phones will be dispersed to all people 

on earth. The QFS will create it’s own Internet. 

 The Great Global Warming Swindle - Full Documentary HD: 

https://youtu.be/oYhCQv5tNsQ 

 JFK Jr. Restored Republic VP under President Trump: I am a Social Democrat like 

my father & that’s why I said Roses are Red but I am not Blue. Today’s Democrats might 

find it surprising that I am a supply-sider. I am following conservative policy. I look 

forward to tax cuts for better life quality in the United States. Anti-communism is my 

political ideology. Social Democracy is against Modern Democracy. 

 American colonists LOST the American Revolutionary War to a clever Deep State 

trick.  A plan was delivered to the British Parliament by Edmund Burke in 1775 that it 

would be better for England to let the American colonists "believe" they were free, while 

a shadow government controlled the financial future and reaped benefits for the British 

Empire from their work.  The Americans would work harder if they believed that they 

were free.  It was a very successful agenda.  It is fact that George Washington never 

attended the "surrender" of British Admiral Cornwall, and instead he sent his office intern 

to pick up Washington's surrender to the CROWN.  All was hidden from the people.  Of 

course, the Vatican controls the CROWN. 

G. Tues. 17 May 2022 Update, Whiplash347: 

 Black Swan Event - Nothing was going to happen naturally.  

 You have just seen Election Rigging 2000 Mules. You watched a movie showing you 

how corrupt and useless the Courts/ SEC are. 

 Mr Pool just warned Prepare for Collapse. 

 SEC XRP - Will be analysed Dark [10] Starlight - Starbridge - Protocol 19 bringing 

other Blockchains to Stellar, Evergrande - Tether - USD- BTC - Ethereum Default. 

 Gibraltar Regulation - 2nd Red Castle completed. 1 week ago. 

 ADAM Act - Digital Commodity Exchange Act 2022. This week. 

 3rd Red Castle: They have removed Statues from Tiananmen Square over a month ago. 

This week they closed the National Museum and removed artifacts. It was raided in 2021. 

They have Shanghai locked down. Think Yangtze River - Entry to Ocean. Think Dams - 

2 Northern Dams ChongQing, 3GD + Wuhan Labs + 3rd Red Castle. 

 May 8 - Olaf announcement on Anniversary of WW2 Nazi Defeat 

https://restoredrepublic.co/america-you-will-wish-you-watched-this-before-going-outside-2022-2023/
https://restoredrepublic.co/america-you-will-wish-you-watched-this-before-going-outside-2022-2023/
https://youtu.be/oYhCQv5tNsQ


 May 9 - Victory Parade in Russia. The day they wanted Ukraine done. Following 

Romania - Moldova too. 

 Evergrande Full Audit Report was due & finished over a month ago. They delayed 

releasing the results. We know they are fooked. We know they are tied to the Global 

Housing Market. We know they are tied to Rio Tinto & BHP Australian Iron Ore Mining 

Giants. Now Evergrande has got a 6 month extension.  

 Now it is time for the Black Swan Event because Edward Snowden is not just gonna 

walk into Consensus and say hello on June 9. 

 This is how the Transfer Of Wealth will happen into Stellar. [THE CRASH] BTC & 

Ethereum etc will be dead with Evergrande - Tether & USD. Russian Gold Backed Ruble 

this week the strongest currency in the World. China will announce their Gold Backed 

too. 

 Update Protocol 19 Test Monday May 9: He He [Done in 30] Anywhere between 

Sunday May 8 - May 10 to June 8/9. 

 China about to take Taiwan 

 Think EMP. Think taking out Dams, plus everything connected crushes the Stock 

Market in a final blow. 

 Think Tokyo Quantum Communication to London. Think Blockchain Rock 2
nd

 Red 

Castle Authorized. 3
rd

 Red Castle Tiananmen Square. 

 Think Evergrande.  

 Think China + Dam, Three Gorges Dam 3 7 4 = 3.11/11.3 Dams before Cyber 11.3 11.4 

Cyber Attacks. Cyber before Declas. Cyber before Destruction. Destruction before 

Cyber. 

 Look at Burkino Faso: Military removes President and Dissolves Govt. Suspends 

Constitution. This is already done in the US with Chapter 11 Bankruptcy Filed in May 

2020 & Actioned in January 2021 – suspended Habeus Corpus, just like Abraham 

Lincoln freed the slaves. 

 POTUS bankrupted The 3 Pillars: Washington D.C, Vatican & City Of London. SEE 

THOSE OPERATIONS I LISTED in 2019 against the UK Royals & Operation Defender 

Europe on St Patrick's Day 2020 (Vatican, EU Royals & Central Banks.) 

 Then as I explained in the 3 Executive Orders (13818, 13848 & 13959) write up 

including the LIMA Agreement of 1975 signed by Gough Whitlam selling Australia to 

the United Nations. POTUS has seized all Royal Assets & New York Stock Exchange 

which has AUSTRALIA & PFizer listed. He is by Default the owner of Australia. 

 As of February 1 Russia is taking control of the United Nations. 

 An Air War took place early 2020 where USA, Russia, India, Japan & Taiwan vs. 

China won, then Special Forces were allowed in with China White Hats to arrest CCP. 

China was now a Republican Govt.  

 So they are now ready for the Transition to Greatness that POTUS always tweeted = 

Transition to GESARA. 



 All Pre-Laws have been lifted as stated at the bottom of Q34. 

 Military forced all leaders worldwide previously behind closed doors to sign GESARA 

LAW.  (POTUS calling out Border Wall Meters was countries being signed off on 

GESARA) It was then taken to the HAGUE. International Court Of Justice in the 

Netherlands to be signed off.  

 Recently the Common Law Court in Canada has charged and convicted multiple 

corporations for Crimes Against Humanity. This court connects to one in Brussels and 

also THE HAGUE as mentioned. 

 All Kings, Queens, Royals, Govts, Judges, Police & Lawyers MUST STANDOWN 

WORLDWIDE. The Corrupt ones Arrested by Military. 

 There will be up to a 120 Day Transition of Global Martial Law where we will have 

Blockchain Elections to elect one group of people for the people, 10% the size of what 

they are currently. 

 No longer 2 Parties ie Dems/Reps & Libs/Lab.  

 If in the future they go against the people the military will remove them. 

 Will be transitioning to 1776 Common Law for ALL on PLANET EARTH. 

H. International Child Sex Trafficking, Adrenochrome and Organ Harvesting Ring: 

 Boys For Sale - Child Sex Slavery And The Elite. Disturbing Public Access 

Documentary From 1981 That Later Was Proven True … To The Franklin Cover-Op, 

The Pedo Priests, The Sandusky Fiasco. https://rumble.com/vwfjex-boys-for-sale-child-

sex-slavery-and-the-elite.html 

 Pizzagate - 3 Of 4 – Superbowl - Traffick Jam - CPS - MS13 - Viewer Discretion 

Strongly Advised - Donald J Trump Is The First World Leader To Directly Take 

On The Paedophiles, Child Sacrificers, Satanic Ritual Abusers, Human Traffickers, 

Child Traffickers, Sex Traffickers. 

 Symbolism is their downfall: Super Bowl – the Satanic Event: 

https://t.me/ExposeThePEDOSendTheCABAL/11502?single 

 Pedowood Running out of Adrenochrome: 

https://t.me/ExposeThePEDOSendTheCABAL/11197 

 Vril – the Repto in your eye and brain: 

https://t.me/ExposeThePEDOSendTheCABAL/9838 

 Implementation of the Vril: https://t.me/ExposeThePEDOSendTheCABAL/11047 

 The Hollywood & Vatican Global Pedophile Crime Ring Exposed: 

https://cosmoschronicle.com/the-hollywood-vatican-global-pedophile-crime-ring-

exposed/ 

 Vatican opened the doors to an orgy of pedophilia: 

https://fromrome.info/2020/06/27/vatican-ii-opened-the-doors-to-an-orgy-of-pedophilia/ 
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 Historic lawsuit filed against Vatican: https://www.dmlawfirm.com/historic-lawsuit-

filed-against-vatican/ 

 Catholic Church sex abuse victims are suing the Pope: 

https://nypost.com/2019/12/17/catholic-church-sex-abuse-victims-are-suing-the-pope/ 

 Former Guam altar boys sue priest: 

https://www.guampdn.com/story/news/2017/01/25/6-former-guam-altar-boys-sue-priest-

vatican-30m-us-federal-court/97029078/ 

 The Vatican, The British Royals, and the Global pedophile ring unleash the 

coronavirus: https://leozagami.com/2020/02/05/the-vatican-the-british-royals-and-the-

global-pedophile-ring-unleash-the-coronavirus/ 

 Suit against Pope Benedict Pedophile Priest Scandal: 

http://www.crimemagazine.com/suit-against-pope-benedict-pedophile-priest-scandal 

 American Empire Exposed: http://empireexposed.blogspot.com/2021/02/book-5-

chapter-6-italys-pedophilia-deep.html?m=1 

 Vatican court hears unprecedented sexual abuse criminal trial: 

https://www.gpb.org/news/2020/10/26/vatican-court-hears-unprecedented-sexual-abuse-

criminal-trial 

 Vatican Pedophile Ring, child trafficking, mass graves, and missing children: 

https://eraoflight.com/2018/05/28/vatican-pedophile-ring-child-trafficking-mass-graves-

and-missing-children/ 

 Has media ignored sex abuse in schools?: https://www.cbsnews.com/news/has-media-

ignored-sex-abuse-in-school/#app 

 Mother Teresa was a child trafficker funneling millions of dollars to the Vatican: 

https://endoftheageheadlines.wordpress.com/2019/07/28/mother-teresa-was-a-child-

trafficker-funneling-millions-of-dollars-to-the-vatican/ 

I. Global Financial Crisis: 

 Dire Evergrande warning amid fears of 'brutal' collapse | Asia Markets: 

https://www.asiamarkets.com/dire-evergrande-warning-amid-fears-of-brutal-collapse/ 

 Investors withdraw over 7 billion from Tether, raising substantial fear about 

Stablecoin’s backing: “A crash in tether would have a substantial impact on U.S. money 

markets and would just tip the whole world into recession.” 

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/05/17/tether-usdt-redemptions-fuel-fears-about-stablecoins-

backing.html 

J. Global Food, Fuel and Goods Crises: 

 Amish Farmer Faces $250K Fine, Jail Time And Losing His Sustainable Farm For 

Processing His Own Meat. A federal judge told Miller to cease and desist all meat sales, 

and sent armed U.S. marshals to search his property, farm store and freezers. They took 
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an inventory of all his meat to make sure he doesn’t sell any or slaughter anymore 

animals. Last summer, the judge also ordered Miller to pay $250,000 for “contempt of 

court,” and said he will also have to pay the salaries of the USDA investigators assigned 

to his case, $50,000 of which was due last week as a “good faith” payment to avoid jail. 

https://ourorganicwellness.com/amish-farmer-faces-250k-fine-jail-time-and-losing-his-

sustainable-farm-for-processing-his-own-meat/ 

K. Covid/Vax Hoax: 

 Covid Vaccines Permanently Damage Immune System, UK Study: 

https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/british-government-

admits-covid-19-vaccines-permanently-damage-natural-immune-system 

 On 9 Sept. 2021 a woman held up a 2011 UK newspaper which said in black and 

white that Bill Gates was going to start, "Depopulation through compulsory vaccination", 

as it would be the most "environmentally friendly solution." 

 FDA Now Admits Certain Vaccines Cause Blood Clots: https://newsglobal.com/fda-

finally-admits-certain-vaccine-causes-blood-clots/  

 FDA Now Says Covid Should Be Treated Like the Flu: 

https://presidentialhill.com/fda-now-says-covid-should-be-treated-like-the-flu/  

 Fully Vaccinated Young Adults suffer 73% increase in Heart Attacks & Strokes and 

92% higher Mortality Rate: https://expose-news.com/2022/05/17/covid-jabs-increase-

risk-heart-attack-death-young-adults/ 

 Dr. Wodarg Explains How Spike Protein Could Be Transported From Breast Milk 

to the Baby: "So with the breast milk, for sure, the exosomes go to the babies, and if 

there is mRNA and if there are spike proteins [in the exosomes], they will get them. 

 Ryan Cole reports a striking clustering of once-rare cancers. "These are not normal 

cancers" - Doctors around the world are noticing that "something is wrong." Florida 

physician: "I've seen five kidney cancers in young patients. I usually experience one 

kidney cancer per decade of my practice." Head of oncology at a large hospital: "In 

young people, I see maybe one astrocytoma brain tumor per year. After the introduction 

of boosters last month, I saw five." Another doctor: "My 21-year-old son got the booster. 

Now he has salivary gland cancer." Family physician from Ireland: "I've seen the 

strangest cancers after the introduction of vaccination." Lawyer Dr. Reiner Fuellmich, go 

to the channel here: t.me/ReinerFuellmichEnglish 

 Avalanche of Neurological Disease Issues with Covid Vaccine Jab: 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/covid-vaccines-may-bring-avalanche-of-neurological-

disease_4454602.html 

L. White Hat Intel: 
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 When the U.S., Russia, UK, China or a large portion of the EU turn off their internet 

or shuts down their own grid, that means they are either making a Military Strike or 

getting ready for Military attack. 

 Top War analyst predicts that the first strike will be a massive Cyber Attack and low 

yielding Nuclear Bomb (EMP) detonated 1-3 miles above the ground over major 

Electric/electronic infrastructure and grids. Turning off the electric grid will save primary 

electronics. Turning off the Internet will insure defense from ongoing Cyber Attacks 

crashing the systems. These Events will protect their communications equipment, 

Electronic controlled grids and Military equipment, weapons. 

 Russia/Ukraine: Russia has not retreated as posted two weeks ago by MSM. The 

satellite images are fake. 

 The Chinese Military is in constant moves to their borders. The Deep State MSM is not 

reporting it. 

 For the past three months the US Military has been searching vessels, shipping 

containers, shipping boxes off loaded throughout the States for surface to air missiles 

concealed in shipping boxes.The East Coast is being heavily searched through major 

cities and shipping ports. 

 All last year the Deep State World Economic Forum warned of major Cyber-Attacks 

that would cause a breakdown of the electrical grids and Internet. That's because they are 

planning this to cover up for their virus release being exposed more and more and the 

vaccines deaths being exposed day by day. This is their play book, just like the great 

depression in 1930s: break the economy, then start a World War – which covers up their 

foul deeds, allows money laundering and a takeover of countries and their gold resources. 

 2 March 2022: Putin bombs Biden's villa in Ukraine and cracks down on bio labs 

and pedophile rings. 

 In March 2022 Russian President Vladimir Putin told President Trump that the 

Russian military had destroyed a variety of foreign bio-weapon facilities running loose in 

Ukraine until his military took decisive and strategic action to rid the corrupt nation of 

what he called satanic influence, a Mar-a-Lago source told Real Raw News. 

 While much of the nation sat in front of televisions and computers watching the 

illegitimate president's State of the Union address - in a room half-filled with 

impostors - Putin and Trump held a 20-minute phone conversation from his command 

center at Mar-a-Lago in which they once again discussed the Russian leader's real reasons 

for attacking Ukrainian sovereignty. 

 In the first half of the conversation, Putin briefed Trump on his efforts to destroy 

Western-sponsored bio labs in Ukraine, which he called an "eyesore" in a once-

beautiful landscape. According to Putin, who in 7 days has become the world's most 

villainous villain, replacing Xi Jinping, the Russian military has wiped out: 11 U.S. State 

Department/Department of Defense-funded Bio-weapon facilities, 4 German toxic 



chemical research centers, 3 Swiss nanotechnology centers, 1 French biotech consortium, 

and 3 Israeli laboratories that were feverishly working to develop aerial rabies.  

 In addition, Putin claimed that his forces had conducted precision attacks on mobile 

bio labs (18-wheeled transporters that had been insecurely converted to makeshift labs) 

that were attempting to transport deadly pathogens across the Ukrainian border into 

Poland. He told Trump that Russian SU-35 aircraft used laser-guided munitions to 

eliminate the roving labs. 

 Putin said his warplanes destroyed a 200-acre villa owned by Biden 35 km west of 

Kiev. He insisted that Biden was deeply involved in Ukraine's criminal activities and 

promised Trump he would soon provide the world with "all the evidence it needs." 

Moreover, Putin claimed that "many people in Biden's demonic den" were benefiting 

massively from the "conflagration of evil" that had taken hold on Ukrainian soil. Twenty 

of Biden's fellow foreigners, Putin said, were killed in the attack. 

 Putin continued to characterize stories of his madness as Western propaganda and 

refuted stories of mass defections or of his convoys running out of fuel and food. He 

also rejected Western claims that his troops were committing war crimes by 

indiscriminately bombing and shelling innocent civilians. 

 Hundreds of millions of People are taking to the Streets across the World fighting 

against the forced vaccination. Forced mandates. Standing against the tyranny of the 

corrupt system.  

 Over a 3 Billion people through the world are moving truthful information in every 

country – from doctors, scientists, lawyers, Leaders, judges who are against the 

Plandemic. The Great Reset, the Deep State Agenda 21 and have massive evidence of 

corruption and fraud against the system – Big Tech, MSM, Big Pharma, Deep State paid 

leaders.  

 The Deep State corrupt governments, Big Tech, Big Pharma, World Banks, MSM 

don't want people to know about the vaccines, vaccines deaths, Covid creation (Bio-

weapon origin) the world Agenda, Gates, Fauci, CDC, ect, but the freedom fighters of the 

World are awakening people in masses and taking to the streets. 

 Events in the Middle East, Ukraine, Taiwan, Myanmar and several other countries are 

very real. Both sides, the White Hats and Deep State, were making major moves. 

 In the end, the world was connected. 

 All 32 major countries would fall, and all other countries would follow when the lights 

go out.  

 Arrests were imminent for those who committed Crimes Against Humanity under the 

Nuremberg Code – which were all who conspired with Plandemic and corruption in 

cohesion with the Deep State in all countries. 

 Next was Pakistan, China, India, Africa conflicts erupting. 

 All conflicts were for the purpose of bringing in the Military. It has been planned. 

 66 False Flag Attacks will start in the coming weeks. 



 The False Flag Attacks will be blamed on noncompliant, resistant citizens, groups and 

organizations that don’t comply with the Deep State Vaccine Lockdowns and Vaccine 

Passports. 

 These Deep State Events are to trigger new laws in Europe for full control.  

 The White Hats will let these events take place. There are counter measures in place that 

will activate a Mass Awakening. 

 The Deep State plans to create fake coups that will have many unstable variables and 

will be exposed. 

 Keep your heads up European Patriots and Freedom Fighters. 

 FBI and CIA bad agents in the three letter agencies were beginning to turn, panic. The 

Durham Report was true. 

 (Why do you think that the FBI stopped their investigation into Trump for January 6 

and said he was innocent of crimes and involvement in the incident?) 

 Major False Flag Events incoming. Panic. 

 Major investor Elites were pulling money from a silent Wall Street – a crash was 

imminent. 

M. Mon. 16 May 2022 Dr. William Mount, PhD, Army Captain, Former Ambassador to 

Russia: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ucDnB0b0dPc 

 Russia had a meeting of the UN Security Council. They found that 26 countries led by 

the US, had used 26 Bio-weapon labs in the Ukraine to spread Bio-weapons all over the 

world. They attached capsules to migratory birds and used insects to spread Bio-weapon 

germs. 

 President Johnson – who took the number of U.S. soldiers in the Vietnam War from 

600 to 650,000 – signed a document before he left office that forced President Nixon to 

take the USA off of the Gold Standard. 

 At that time we did not have a Deficit. 

 We sold all of our gold to look for oil ... performed by Standard Oil... they found oil in 

Vietnam just before we left Saigon... it was off the coast under the ocean shelf. By 1975 

they had the Oil Deposit Maps of the world.  I have seen them. 

 But Standard Oil and Rockefeller decided to NOT drill the USA for oil, because the 

RAND Institute did a simulation that showed there was oil in Saudi Arabia.  So they 

sucked Saudi Arabia dry... and leave the oil in the USA... because the plan was to never 

get off of the Oil Standard. 

 So after Johnson and Nixon sold out the nation... along came President Carter... 

which was a DISASTER.Carter charged huge amounts of property taxes to build houses 

for minorities and illegal aliens. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ucDnB0b0dPc


 Then came President Reagan...who made quotes like:  "Well, the Democrats know so 

much that is not so." Reagan was under Orders from the Pope as a Knight of Malta. I am 

a Russian Knight of Malta and I am able to "look behind the scenes" in some of this. 

 St. Petersburg runs the Russian Federation. City of London runs the SWIFT System 

for the SWIFT accounts. So Reagan was under orders to make our Deficit skyrocket.  He 

built a 600 ship Navy. Reagan said that the SOVEREIGN DEBT (all nations) of the 

World was about $300 Trillion.... And the Private plus Public Debt is about $600 

Trillion.  That was several years ago (aka 1980s).  https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-

xpm-1985-05-23-mn-8052-story.html 

 Then came President "Daddy" Bush of the CIA. Bush redesigned the entire 

government to allow bringing in drugs by the CIA from the Golden Triangle (Cambodia, 

Vietnam, and Laos) to sell it in the USA.... And make everybody "high" on his 

psychedelic drugs.  He put it in the water and everywhere. 

 Then came President Bill Clinton. Clinton did an amazing thing.  He decided to spend 

the money that was coming in the future (money he did not have)...so his Budget did not 

show a Deficit for several years. Now in 2022... the government is spending money it 

will collect in 2026, plus we now have a Deficit. 

 Then came President "Baby" Bush. Bush increased the Deficit by increasing the 

Military Spending to support the "Super Duper Secret Space Program"...covered it up... 

and started massive world conflicts. 

 Then came President O-Bummer. Today we have the "CIA President" that uses the 

Biden doubles. The monetary supply has increased exponentially (chart).... $50 Trillion... 

that will cause massive inflation. All of a sudden...All of the MSM agencies declared that 

Sovereign Debt was only "$226 Trillion"...after a Reuter's report said it was "$300 

Trillion".  They lie. So they take the $300 Trillion of the Private Debt... and $300 Trillion 

of the Public Debt (aka Treasury bills, etc). The O-Bummer/O-Biden.... Allowed them to 

multiply to total of $600 Trillion by 100 = $60,000 Trillion. Out of the $300 Private 

debt... $150 Trillion is not being paid... they are not (cannot) pay on that debt, so it goes 

into a Collection Agency....and $150 Trillion x 5 = $750 Trillion... plus the original $150 

Trillion...equals $900 Trillion. 

 Remember...with the Credit Card agencies ...everything that goes into debt is 

multiplied 5 times. That is a CRIME against humanity... and a CRIME against 

Americans.  They charge 20 percent interest. What happens when you take $900 Trillion 

...and you borrow on it 100 times? You get $90,000 Trillion. But the amount of Debt is 

actually closer to $180,000 TRILLION. Do you understand why the elites ALLOW the 

Sovereign debt? 

 In 1971, the elites came into the United Nations and said, "The World is off the Gold 

Standard, and instead the World will run off of Debt." If a country said it had a Budget of 

$25 Billion... they said, "You are going to spend $35 Billion." The leaders who refused to 

do that were removed.  The replacements spent the required amounts. So a small country 

https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1985-05-23-mn-8052-story.html
https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1985-05-23-mn-8052-story.html


like the Ukraine might be spending $10 Billion extra...when that reaches $100 Billion 

they borrow against it 100 times... 

 The elites keep this Ponzi Scheme going. They take their minions and pay them HUGE 

amounts of money... in billions... which they have to invest in things like the "Bio-

weapon factories".,, and to pay for the technology that will allow a pouch on a migratory 

bird to open up over someplace like maybe Nigeria.We don't know what is in those 

pouches... but it comes from the Bio-weapons factories. 

 So President "baby" Bush had a job to get the US Gov't into major conflicts all over 

the world. The U.S. "M-1 Monetary Supply" went from $4 Trillion to over $50 Trillion 

in Obama's Administration. The World Debt, according to Meryl Lynch, is $100,000 

Trillion. 

 What does that mean for you and me? That "Debt" was made with no intention of 

paying it back. And what happens when half of that is not paid on?  What happens when 

you don't pay the INTEREST or the Debt? 

 They are controlling the price of gold to PRETEND that the US Dollar is worth a lot 

of money. Everybody knows that all of this is run by the "Lucifer CIA and FBI" 

worldwide. That includes the World Health Organization, United Nations and all 

corporations which were run by LUCIS (Lucifer) Trust Board. They are here to make 

sure that by 2025... the things stated by Madam Blavatsky, the occult oracle... would 

come true.... Which means Mankind would be gone. 

 So what will happen when $150Trillion is not paid on? Eventually all FIAT currencies 

go back to ZERO value. What happens when the dollar goes to zero... you cannot buy 

bread. POP goes the IMF computer. POP goes the US economy. POP goes the ETFs 

(Exchange Traded Fund). The Debt is 90 percent ETFs, and then you get into the Bonds. 

The bonds are POPPING. 

 In addition to all of this the Federal Reserve that runs the World Financial System 

was at Zero percent interest and now is at three percent interest. This is making the 

bonds POP. If you have a Bond that is worth 1 percent... it is not worth as much as a 

Bond at 3 percent. ARBITRAGE...!!!! 

 The Paper Silver... and Paper Gold... is going nuts. There is NO GOLD OR SILVER 

backing the paper certificates. 

 The Bank of International Settlements (BIS) passed a bill that demanded there would 

be 75% gold reserves for the "paper ounce of Gold" ... then, they said, "Sorry, you do not 

have to have any gold to back the paper Gold certificates." So Meryl Lynch is selling 

paper Gold that is worth NOTHING. It is all "digital money" which is worthless. 

 WARNING:  The people in the President's "Plunge Protection Team" might be working 

with the people in the City of London... to make the Stocks look like they are higher in 

value... 



 Like Elon Musk said, "Nobody is going to Twitter or Facebook, but their values are 

going up." Fact: There are no real people using Twitter. Twitter is down 99.5 percent on 

'real people hits'...but the computer BOTS make it look as though it is running. 

N. Must Watch Videos: 

 Tues. 17 May Situation Update: https://rumble.com/v1547t9-situation-update-

51722.html 

 Durham Ready To Expose It All, Fasten Your Seatbelt: 

https://x22report.com/durham-is-ready-to-expose-it-all-as-we-prepare-to-land-please-

fasten-your-seatbelt-ep-2776/ 

 Situation Update 1-8-22: https://rumble.com/vs6z5t-situation-update-1822.html 

O. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two 

multiple personalities,” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. 

Colin Ross – Robert David Steele 

Jenny Hill’s witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - 

YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4  

 

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, 

tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed 

herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic 

Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan appeared to be organized from the US Inc’s 

CIA, Queen Elizabeth’s, Illuminati Banking families’ and Vatican’s Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice 

Cult on down to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded 

by this same Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the 

process of being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored 

Republics of the world. It’s no wonder that President Trump has stated, “These people are sick.” 

P. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood:  

Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the 

request of brave SRA Survivor-victims, who were witnesses and victims of pedophile, torture 

and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists 

implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff’s offices and all the way up to the Attorney 

General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally 

organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican.  

There’s certainly no help from US or other nation’s government agencies, including the FBI or 

CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual 

abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations.  
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To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or 

international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why 

local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily get away with the torture and murder of  

thousands of children on a regular basis. 

Q. The following have been set up to report Crimes Against Children and incidents of 

human trafficking, although I cannot verify as to the influence of Satanists within the 

organizations:  

https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signs-

of-human-trafficking 

FBI Memphis (available 24 hours a day) (901) 747-4300  

Submit an anonymous tip tips.fbi.gov. 

National Human Trafficking Resources Center Hotline 1-(888)-373-7888. 

U.S. Immigration/ Customs Enforcement (ICE): https://www.ice.gov/webform/hsi-tip-form 

Federal Human Trafficking Website: https://www.state.gov/humantrafficking/ 

Called to Rescue 855-646-5484 http://www.calledtorescue.org/ 

Tim Ballard at Operation Underground Railroad: https://ourrescue.org/   

Saving Innocence: https://savinginnocence.org 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT4tmI8YxCU&feature=emb_rel_end 

US: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline 1-800-422-4453 

USNCMEC Urgent victim help 24-Hour Hotline:  1-800-843-5678     

Contact Interpol:  https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL 

https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help 

Europol Tipline Tel.:  +31 70 302 5000 https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime 

EU Hotlines: https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/national-

hotlines_en 

Global: Human Trafficking Hotline Numbers: 

https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers 

Human Trafficking Help and Resources: https://trafficking.help/us/ 

UK: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline BBC Action Line 

https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signs-of-human-trafficking?video=e56ba52a1b9d45ad8c8a033fd83fe480&jwsource=cl
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R. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about 

the Children 

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and 

traumatized children who in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite 

Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.  

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to 

pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking 

Ring run by these global elites.  

Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from 

Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right 

next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives 

to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 

mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs 

S. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and 

articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing 

truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was 

rampant in our international society. 

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do 

their own research and decide whether or not it was valid. 

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several 

Dinar Websites. It is my understanding that by linking into the Safe Link Website it will generate 

a Non Disclosure Agreement to sign in order to obtain redemption/ exchange appointments. 

After signing that Non Disclosure I will be unable to email, post or talk to anyone about the 

exchange process for at least 90 days, so I will be going silent and taking that time to get my 

humanitarian project organized and going. 

This is not a goodbye. I expect to be working with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you 

how much I have enjoyed getting to know you. You will remain in my heart forever. 

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; 

to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady 

who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the 

underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel 

on pedophilia to help us Save the Children. 

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts 

and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs


Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the 

power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy 

Updates for the Week Prior: 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 17, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Special Report as of May 16, 2022  

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 16, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 15, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 14, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of May 13, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 13, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of May 12, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 12, 2022 

Very, Very Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of May 11, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 11, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of May 10, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 10, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of May 9, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 9, 2022 
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